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In 2019, our first paper on the changes to farm support considered the effect of the proposed transition to new farm support policies, in 
particular the reduction of Basic Payments to zero and the introduction of new Environmental Land Management (ELM) schemes, on farm 
profits across England.

Its final section modelled the impact on a ‘typical’ farm – based on the average performance of the ‘all farm types’ data in England from the 
Farm Business Survey. It showed that even if payments under the new ELM schemes double, as they may require more complex management, 
farm profits still fall by over 30%.

We then produced a second paper in 2019 that looked at how the transition will affect 
the main types of farm and, for each farm type, the effect of different levels of economic 
performance. 

This paper updates that analysis now that Defra has said how Basic Payments will be cut 
from 2021 to 2024.

AT A GLANCE

This paper updates our 
paper published in 2019 
on how the transition to 
new farm support policies, 
in particular the reduction 
of Basic Payments to zero, 
will affect farm profits.  
It has been updated following 
Defra’s announcement on its 
agricultural transition plan 
on 30 November 2020.

This paper models the effect 
of the proposed changes 
for seven farm types and 
for three levels of economic 
performance.

The changes will most affect 
farms that are highly reliant 
on Basic Payments - cereals, 
mixed and lowland livestock 
farms. Sectors like dairy will 
be less affected.

The net profits of the middle 
50% of farmers will fall 
significantly, by 47-68% 
(excluding dairy).

The bottom 25% also suffer 
significant falls, of 22-63%.

The top 25% performing 
farmers are much less affected, 
with profits falling by 6-19%. 
They are less reliant on Basic 
Payments and the cut is 
largely negated by increases 
in farm profitability and agri-
environment payments.

We have built a calculator 
to do these assessments for 
any farm, so contact us if you 
would like to run your farm 
through it free of charge.

INTRODUCTION

FARM SUPPORT,  
THE NEW ENVIRONMENTAL 
LAND MANAGEMENT SCHEMES 
AND THE FUNDING GAP  
IN ENGLAND

Jonathan Armitage
Head of Farming
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1 Farms with over two-thirds of their total output in arable crops (including field scale vegetables) or a mixture of arable and horticultural crops.
2 Farms with 50% or more of their total area in the LFA, both the Disadvantaged and Severely Disadvantaged classifications.
3 Farms with less than 50% of their total area in the Less Favoured Area.
4 Farms where crops account for one-third, but less than two-thirds of total output and livestock accounts for one-third, but less than two-thirds of total output. It also includes holdings with mixtures of cattle and   
 sheep and pigs and poultry, and holdings where one or other of these groups is dominant, but does not account for more than two-thirds of the total output.

Type of farm Economic performance 
(measured as the ratio of farm outputs compared 
with inputs)

All farm types (so all of the below and a few more) Top 25% of farms

Cereals Middle 50% of farms

General cropping1 Bottom 25% of farms

Dairy

Livestock in Less Favoured Areas2

Livestock in lowland areas3

Mixed farms4

https://rural.struttandparker.com/article/the-future-farming-funding-gap-paper-1/
https://rural.struttandparker.com/article/the-future-farming-funding-gap-paper-2/


ASSUMPTIONS

To assess the effect of the transition proposals on farm profits we have made a number of assumptions about how net profits from different 
activities on the farms will change and how the new policies will be introduced throughout the transition period, which is 2021 - 2028. The 
assumptions will be amended as we learn more.

The profits generated by the different types of farm are:

• net profits after all costs have been deducted, and 

• are generated from four different types of activity – farming, agri-environment, diversification and Basic Payments. The four activities are 
shown separately on the charts below.

The net profits can be summed into a ‘total profit’, which is the equivalent of Farm Business Income, which is one of the main measures 
generated by the Farm Business Survey and used by Defra to assess the economic health of farming. It is shown by the black line on the 
charts.

Based on these assumptions, profits on the different types of farms could be as follows (using a five-year average of 2013 - 17 as the baseline).

Net profits are shown in £s for the whole farm and also in £s per hectare of Utilised Agricultural Area (UAA), which represents the cropped 
or farmed area better than the total area of the farm.

Red shading of cells in the tables shows a fall in net profits of 50% or more; amber shows a fall of 25 – 50%.

5 For example, for the all farm type with middle 50% performance the new ELM payments would be £66 / ha of UAA and £124 / ha of land in current agri-environment agreements.
6 It may seem optimistic but our assumptions (of doubling the average spending per agreement and tripling the number of agri-environment scheme agreements (which is less than Defra’s original ambition of 
82,500 agreements) requires an annual spend of £1.9bn in 2028, which is not greatly less than the current £2.2bn spending on total direct payments to farmers in England. See our first paper on farm support, 
published in June 2019, for details [link].
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Farming net profit We have assumed a 3% increase in net profits per year. This may be optimistic as profitability has not been 
rising this fast in recent decades.

Agri-environment net profit

Existing agri-environment agreements

We have assumed that current agreements run until 2024 and are then replaced by a new ELM agreement.

New ELM agreement

We have assumed that the area on a farm covered by the agreement remains the same as under the exist-
ing agri-environment agreement (which is 77 ha per agreement, so just under half of Utilised Agricultural 
Area (UAA) per farm).

We have assumed that the average profit earned per agreement DOUBLES (i.e., IS 200% OF CURRENT

LEVELS)5. This may be optimistic6.

Diversification net profit We have assumed a 3% increase in net profits per year. This may be optimistic although net profits from 
diversification have been rising faster than this in the past five years (by an average of 10%).

Basic Payments net profit

Defra has confirmed the cuts to payments from 2021 to 2024. They will be cut by 5 - 25% in 2021, de-
pending on the total Basic Payments received, and by 50 – 70% by 2024. It has not said what happens 
afterwards so we have assumed a straight line cut to zero between 2025 and 2028. Our model takes into 
account the different levels of cuts depending on the amount of Basic Payments received.

https://rural.struttandparker.com/article/the-future-farming-funding-gap-paper-1/


EFFECT ON NET PROFITS ON ALL FARM TYPES

7 UAA is 145ha for the overall average, 192ha for the top 25%, 146ha for the middle 50% and 93ha for the bottom 25%.
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Net profit in £ for the whole farm Profit in 
2013 – 17

Profit in 
2028

% change 
in net profits

Overall average

45,000

40,000

35,000

30,000

25,000

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

0

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Farming Diversification Basic Payments Agri-environment Total net profit

£41,765

£289/ha UAA7 

£26,266

£182/ha UAA -37%

Top 25% of farms
(measured as the 

ratio of farm outputs 
compared with 

inputs, of farms in 
England)

120,000

100,000

80,000

60,000

40,000

20,000

0

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

£108,882

£566/ha UAA

£102,886

£535/ha UAA

-6%

Profits fall less as 
Basic Payments 
account for a 
much smaller 
proportion of 
total profits (see 
left-most red col-
umn in figure).

Middle 50% of farms

45,000
40,000
35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000

0
-5,000

-10,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

£33,277

£228/ha UAA

£17,528

£120/ha UAA -47%

Bottom 25% of farms

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

-10,000

-20,000

-30,000

-40,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

-£10,040

-£108/ha UAA

-£14,932

-£161/ha UAA

-49%

Payments under 
ELM would have 
to be four times 
current levels 
(i.e., 400%) for 
profits to remain 
at 2013 – 17 
levels (which are 
still a loss!)
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EFFECT ON NET PROFITS ON CEREALS FARMS

8 UAA is 197ha for the overall average, 228ha for the top 25%, 207ha for the middle 50% and 147ha for the bottom 25%. 

Net profit in £ for the whole farm Profit in 
2013 – 17

Profit in 
2028

% change 
in net profits

Overall average

60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

-10,000

-20,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Farming Diversification Basic Payments Agri-environment Total net profit

£47,476

£240/ha UAA8 

£21,765

£110/ha UAA

-54%

Cereals farms’ 
profits fall more 
than ‘all farms’ 
as it is one of the 
farm types that 
is most reliant on 
Basic Payments.

Top 25% of farms
(measured as the 

ratio of farm outputs 
compared with 

inputs, of farms in 
England)

140,000

120,000

100,000

80,000

60,000

40,000

20,000

0

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

£117,895

£517/ha UAA

£100,043

£438/ha UAA

-15%

Middle 50-% of farms

70,000

60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

-10,000

-20,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

£41,811

£202/ha UAA

£18,518

£89/ha UAA

-56%

Profits fall more 
than for bottom 
25% farms as 
Basic Payments 
account for a 
greater pro-
portion of total 
profits.

Bottom 25% of farms

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

-10,000

-20,000

-30,000

-40,000

-50,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

-£16,352

-£111/ha UAA

-£22,887

-£156/ha UAA

-40%
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EFFECT ON NET PROFITS ON GENERAL CROPPING FARMS

9 UAA is 225ha for the overall average, 326ha for the top 25%, 231ha for the middle 50% and 107ha for the bottom 25%.

Net profit in £ for the whole farm Profit in 
2013 – 17

Profit in 
2028

% change 
in net profits

Overall average

80,000

70,000

60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Farming Diversification Basic Payments Agri-environment Total net profit

£69,125

£308/ha UAA9

£39,351

£175/ha UAA

-43%

Top 25% of farms
(measured as the 

ratio of farm outputs 
compared with 

inputs, of farms in 
England)

200,000
180,000
160,000
140,000
120,000
100,000
80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000

0

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

£178,398

£548/ha UAA

£159,216

£489/ha UAA

-11%

Middle 50% of farms

70,000
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000

0
-10,000
-20,000
-30,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

£53,811

£233/ha UAA

£18,230

£79/ha UAA

-66%

Profits fall more 
than for bottom 
25% farms as 
Basic Payments 
account for a 
greater pro-
portion of total 
profits.

Bottom 25% of farms

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

-10,000

-20,000

-30,000

-40,000

-£12,534

-£117/ha UAA

-£19,767

-£185/ha UAA

-58%
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EFFECT ON NET PROFITS ON LIVESTOCK FARMS IN LESS FAVOURED AREAS

10 UAA is 147ha for the overall average, 247ha for the top 25%, 134ha for the middle 50% and 70ha for the bottom 25%.

Net profit in £ for the whole farm Profit in 
2013 – 17

Profit in 
2028

% change 
in net profits

Overall average

35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
15,000
10,000
5,000

0
-5,000

-10,000
-15,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Farming Diversification Basic Payments Agri-environment Total net profit

£20,681

£140/ha UAA10

£14,275

£97/ha UAA

-31%

This type of 
farm is much 
more reliant on 
agri-environment 
payments than 
most other types 
of farm, so their 
profits are sup-
ported more by 
the doubling of 
ELM payments.

Top 25% of farms
(measured as the 

ratio of farm outputs 
compared with 

inputs, of farms in 
England)

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

70,000

60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

-10,000

£55,486

£224/ha UAA

£47,669

£193/ha UAA

-14%

Even the top 
25% of this type 
of farm makes a 
loss from farm-
ing. The biggest 
element of profit 
is from agri-envi-
ronment.

Middle 50% of farms

30,000

25,000

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

0

-5,000

-10,000

-15,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

£16,654

£124/ha UAA

£8,830

£66/ha UAA

-47%

Bottom 25% of farms

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

15,000

10,000

5,000

0

-5,000

-10,000

-15,000

-20,000

-25,000

-£7,431

-£106/ha UAA

-£9,368

-£134/ha UAA

-26%

As for other 
types of bottom 
25% farm, it 
is losses from 
farming that 
dominate total 
net profit.
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EFFECT ON NET PROFITS ON LOWLAND LIVESTOCK FARMS

11 UAA is 94ha for the overall average, 136ha for the top 25%, 91ha for the middle 50% and 59ha for the bottom 25%.

Net profit in £ for the whole farm Profit in 
2013 – 17

Profit in 
2028

% change 
in net profits

Overall average

30,000

25,000

20,000

15,000

10,000

5,000

0

-5,000

-10,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Farming Diversification Basic Payments Agri-environment Total net profit

£16,705

£177/ha UAA11 

£9,066

£96/ha UAA

-46%

These farms 
generate much 
smaller net prof-
its than most of 
the others. They 
are probably 
supported more 
by earnings from 
employment off 
the farm.

Top 25% of farms
(measured as the 

ratio of farm outputs 
compared with 

inputs, of farms in 
England)

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

60,000

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

£50,288

£369/ha UAA

£45,129

£331/ha UAA

-10%

Middle 50% of farms

25,000

20,000
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5,000

0

-5,000

-10,000

-15,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

£12,258

£135/ha UAA

£4,542

£50/ha UAA

-63%

Bottom 25% of farms

15,000

10,000

5,000

0

5,000

-10,000

-15,000

-20,000

-25,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

-£8,496

-£145/ha UAA

-£10,371

-£177/ha UAA

-22%

Profits fall less as 
Basic Payment 
accounts for a 
much smaller 
proportion of 
total profits / 
losses (see left-
most red column 
in figure).
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EFFECT ON NET PROFITS ON MIXED FARMS

12 UAA is 152ha for the overall average, 217ha for the top 25%, 144ha for the middle 50% and 99ha for the bottom 25%.

Net profit in £ for the whole farm Profit in 
2013 – 17

Profit in 
2028

% change 
in net profits

Overall average

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

-10,000

-20,000

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Farming Diversification Basic Payments Agri-environment Total net profit

£28,056

£185/ha UAA12

£12,837

£85/ha UAA

-54%

Top 25% of farms
(measured as the 

ratio of farm outputs 
compared with 

inputs, of farms in 
England)

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

100,000
90,000
80,000
70,000
60,000
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000

0

£87,143

£402/ha UAA

£70,698

£326/ha UAA

-19%

Middle 50% of farms

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

50,000

40,000

30,000

20,000

10,000

0

-10,000

-20,000

-30,000

£18,531

£128/ha UAA

£5,885

£41/ha UAA

-68%

These middle
performing farms
could experience
the largest drop
in profits, due to
their current high
reliance on Basic
Payments and
low (negative)
profits from
farming.

Bottom 25% of farms

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028
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20,000

10,000

0

-10,000

-20,000

-30,000

-40,000

-£14,069

-£143/ha UAA

-£17,725

-£180/ha UAA

-26%
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EFFECT ON NET PROFITS ON DAIRY FARMS

14 UAA is 148ha for the overall average, 161ha for the top 25%, 159ha for the middle 50% and 113ha for the bottom 25%.

Net profit in £ for the whole farm Profit in 
2013 – 17

Profit in 
2028

% change 
in net profits

Overall average
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0

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

Farming Diversification Basic Payments Agri-environment Total net profit

£77,033

£519/ha UAA13

£69,105

£466/ha UAA

-10%

Top 25% of farms
(measured as the 

ratio of farm outputs 
compared with 

inputs, of farms in 
England)

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028

200,000
180,000
160,000
140,000
120,000
100,000
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60,000
40,000
20,000

0

£174,024

£1,082/ha UAA

£189,353

£1,177/ha UAA

9%

This is the only 
segment where 
total profits 
rise. This is 
mainly due to 
the assumption 
that farming 
profits rise by 3% 
pa. Also, Basic 
Payments are a 
small proportion 
of profits.

Middle 50% of farms

2013-17 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028
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£68,432

£430/ha UAA

£66,253

£416/ha UAA

-3%

Bottom 25% of farms
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-40,000

-£7,433

-£66/ha UAA

-£12,106

-£107/ha UAA

-63%



SUMMARY OF EFFECTS BY FARM TYPE AND BY LEVEL OF ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

The table and chart below summarise the % change in net profits for all seven farm types and by the different levels of economic performance 
which shows us a number of things:

All farms Cereals General cropping LFA livestock Lowland livestock Mixed Dairy

Overall 
average -37% -54% -43% -31% -46% -54% -10%

Top 25% of 
farms -6% -15% -11% -14% -10% -19% 9%

Middle 50% of 
farms -47% -56% -66% -47% -63% -68% -3%

Bottom 25% of 
farms -49% -40% -58% -26% -22% -26% -63%

20%

10%

0%

-10%

-20%

-30%

-40%

-50%

-60%

-70%

-80%

All farms Cereals
LFA 

livestock Mixed Dairy
General

cropping
Lowland
livestock

Top 25% of farms Middle 50% of farms Bottom 25% of farms

NB Red shading of data shows a fall in net profits of 50% or more; amber shows a fall of 25 – 50%

Effects by farm type

1. The dairy sector is likely to be the least affected type of farm, as it relies less on Basic Payments for profits.

2. The most affected types of farm are cereals, mixed and lowland livestock farms. They will be hoping that payments under the new ELM 
schemes will make up most of the fall in Basic Payments, but we doubt they will do. We expect agri-environment scheme funding to move 
(partially) from the lowlands to the uplands (for afforestation and management of peatlands so that it sequesters rather than emits carbon 
dioxide). 

Effects by level of economic performance

3. The top-performing farms will be least affected by the transition as they rely less on Basic Payments for their profits. Even so, net profits for 
top performers in all farm types apart from dairying could fall – by between 6 and 19%.

4. Profits fall the most for the middle 50% of farms – more so than the bottom 25% performers. This is because Basic Payment currently accounts 
for a greater proportion of total profits / losses for the middle performers as, although many make losses from farming, their losses are smaller 
than the bottom performers14.

 
What if… ELM payments are 500% current Countryside Stewardship levels?

Defra continues to develop its ideas on how the new ELM schemes will operate and what the basis of payments to land managers might be. The 
new schemes will incentivise and reward land managers to restore and improve natural capital and rural heritage. They will aim to deliver more 
for the environment (including mitigation of and adaptation to the effects of climate change) and provide flexibility, putting more management 
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14 This can be seen visually by the very long yellow columns of farming losses for the bottom 25% of each type of farm.



decisions in the hands of farmers. New schemes will aim to keep bureaucracy to a minimum, and to provide a more user-friendly application 
process. 
 
Currently agri-environment payments are based on ‘income foregone’, which is the profit that could have been earned if the land was cropped or 
stocked in the same way as land not in the scheme. Defra commissioned research on alternative payment methodologies that could be used, so 
the basis of payments may be different for the new scheme15.

If it is different – perhaps based on the value of the benefits generated from the land – it is possible that payments will rise. These rises could be 
large in some places (e.g., for new woodland planting next to towns and cities, which increase access for recreation and absorb air pollution) or for 
some types of land (e.g., peatlands in the uplands or the lowlands).

The table below shows the effects on net farm profits if payments under ELM schemes are 500% (i.e., five times) the current levels paid under 
existing agri-environment schemes. This is the type of increase we discussed in our first paper as it is the level at which profits for ‘all farms’ do 
not change from current levels; this is why there is 0% change in the top left cell of the table below.

All farms Cereals General cropping LFA livestock Lowland livestock Mixed Dairy

Overall 
average 0% -20% -13% 117% 22% 6% 5%

Top 25% of 
farms 19% 2% 9% 110% 32% 12% 16%

Middle 50% of 
farms -4% -14% -34% 89% 20% 17% 15%

Bottom 25% of 
farms -20% -19% 5% -62% -25% -42% -62%

NB Red shading of data shows a fall in net profits or 50% of more; amber shows a fall of 25 – 50%

We would be astonished if this happens across the country. The point of this analysis is to show that even with an increase of this scale, most of 
the bottom 25% of farms and some of the middle 50% will be less profitable, so most farmers should expect lower total profits unless they start 
generating more profits from their farming and other activities.

Summary and discussion

This paper has shown that the changes to farm support proposed will make all farms, including the top 25% less profitable, unless the level of 
payments under the new ELM schemes are 500% current levels, which they won’t be.

The changes will most affect farms that are highly reliant on Basic Payments - cereals, mixed and lowland livestock farms. Sectors like dairy will be 
less affected.

For the ‘average’ farmer – those in the middle 50% in terms of performance – net farm profits could fall by 50% by 2028, even if ELM payment 
levels double compared with existing agri-environment schemes. 
 
What can farmers do now to prepare?
Over three years ago, when the government published its Health and Harmony consultation, we set out a number of broad principles that 
businesses should consider in order to ready themselves. We have updated them since then, but the six key elements have remained the same:

1. People make the difference – so ensure that managers and staff have agreed a strategy for the business, based on critical reviews of how it is 
performing now and what the opportunities for improvement are. 
 There is a clear link between successful businesses and highly skilled people; not all businesses have the right people, skills, drive and vision, in 
which case they should explore options to invest in training to inspire the current team or bring in the right staff.

2. Farm as efficiently as possible; the top 25% businesses are less reliant on direct payments and more resilient to volatility. Efficiency means 
focussing on profitability, not necessarily yields or what people call productivity. 
 Farmers should continue to look for ways to improve their farming systems, in terms of outputs and markets for their products, variable and 
fixed costs.

3. Take your approach to environmental management as seriously as your approach to crop and livestock management. This will prepare you for 
the new ELM schemes and other opportunities such as local nature recovery plans, biodiversity offsetting and selling environmental credits in 
private and public markets16.
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15 Strutt & Parker was a member of one of the consortia that did this research.
16 Markets for environmental credits are, mostly, at early stages of development and it is not clear yet how some will develop, for example for soil carbon and livestock emissions. However, our experience to date is 
that blue-chip private sector buyers of credits will not buy from businesses that cannot demonstrate that they are meeting and ideally exceeding minimum environmental standards on all of their land and in all of 
their activities.



4. Understand what valuable public goods your land produces, by reviewing Habitat Priority maps, Landscape Character Areas, flood risk maps, 
water risk maps and air quality maps. 
 Consider getting a natural capital account produced for your land and business. Strutt & Parker has a collaboration with eftec, a leading 
environmental consultancy, to produce practical, robust natural capital accounts that comply with the new BSI standard on this type of 
accounting.

5. Collaboration – this is not just about scale, but about using the best skills of the group, sharing labour and machinery, group buying and selling, 
sharing risk, cutting capital investment, and producing landscape-scale public goods, such as pollination.

6. Grow profits from diversification and environmental management to reduce the impact of the cut in Basic Payments and spread the 
businesses’ risk. 
 Profits from diversification can be significant and make the difference between a farming business making a profit and a loss. However, some 
businesses try diversification as a last resort to try to save a poorly performing business. This usually does not work. We have a specialist team 
in Strutt & Parker, called Rural Ambitions, which has developed a free-to-use tool to assess business health (called #TimeToReview). It can 
also provide professional, experienced advice on identifying and developing diversification opportunities that are appropriate to your land, 
location and personal interests.
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WHO TO CONTACT

© BNP PARIBAS REAL ESTATE ADVISORY & PROPERTY MANAGEMENT UK LTD. ALL RIGHTS RESERVED No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form without prior  
written consent by BNP PRE. The information contained herein is general in nature and is not intended, and should not be construed, as professional advice or opinion provided to the user, nor as  
a recommendation of any particular approach. It is based on material that we believe to be reliable. While every effort has been made to ensure its accuracy, we cannot offer any warranty that it contains no factual 
errors. Strutt & Parker is a trading style of BNP Paribas Real Estate Advisory & Property Management UK Limited, a private limited company registered in England and Wales (registered number 4176965) and 
whose registered office address is at Aldermanbury Square, London EC2V 7BP.

BANCHORY
01330 824888

CAMBRIDGE
01223 459500

CHELMSFORD
01245 258201

INVERNESS
01463 719171

MORPETH
01670 516123

NEWBURY
01635 576910

NORTHALLERTON
01609 780306

NORWICH
01603 617431

OXFORD
01865 366660

PERTH
01738 567892

SALISBURY
01722 328741

SHREWSBURY
01743 284204

STAMFORD
01780 484040
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